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AUs and FACS

Facial expressions are intuitive responses to
human emotions and natural ways of
communication. Facial expressions detection
has been an important topic in the field of
Computer Vision.

AUs can be labeled with Facial Action Coding
System(FACS). In FACS, each expression is
considered to be composed of multiple AUs,
which can effectively eliminate ambiguity in
labeling.

AU1 Inner Brow Raiser

AU10 Upper Lip Raiser



Overview of MRP-Net

We use Efficient-Net as stem
network. Only use the
features which Efficient-Net
outputs and delete the
pooling and fully connected
layers.

After that, we get 1280
feature maps with a size of
7x7. Then, the features are
processed by MRP module
to a vector of 1024-
dimension to predict AU
probabilities.



Multi Region Perception

This picture gives the detailed structure
of MRP module for multiple region
perception.

For the feature maps of stem network,
we want to capture the information of
different locations and sizes rather than
simply reducing the dimension of
features.

Therefore, we divide the input feature
maps into a, b, c, and d groups for
processing. MRP module outputs a
vector of 1024-dimension for predicting
the probability of AUs.



Batch Balanced Learning

The samples of different AUs in the 
dataset are unbalanced.

We proposed Batch Balanced Learning to solve this problem.

N: Batch size

Pc:  the positive-negative ratio for AUC



Comparison with Other Methods

MRP-Net have an average F1 score improvement of 2.95% on BP4D and 5.43% on DISFA.



Ablation Study

MRP module have improved F1-57.7 to 60.5. 

Batch Balanced Learning have improved F1-61.2 to 62.8 to Focal Loss.



Comparisons of Parameters and FLOPs

Compared with LP-Net, MRP decreases the number of network parameters by 
54.62% and the number of network FLOPs by 19.6%.



Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an end-to-end trainable network MRP-Net, which
consists of feature extraction network and multiple region perception module
for automatic AU detection without depending on facial landmark
information.

We proposed a batch balanced learning method to solve the samples
unbalanced problem in multi-label learning.

Our work outperforms the existing methods on two widely used AU datasets,
with a significant reduction in the number of network parameters that can be
efficiently migrated to portable devices.
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